i46	NOTES ON CHAPTER V
was evidently a very exceptionally stormy year, as Marshall's
account shows.
9.	Job   Charnock,   head   of    Patna    factory,   writing  from
" Singee " a6th October, 1671, to Walter Clavell, Chief of Affairs
for the E.I.Co. in the Bay of Bengal (Factory Records, Hugli,
vol.  7)  accounts for the  delay in sending  down  the saltpetre
boats to Hugli as follows :  " We could not possibly send down the
last petre sooner then we did, so vyolent hath been the winds
here these severall months, that when it was abord we could
hardly secure our boats from breaking lo[o]se before our factory,
and as we last wrote you, the river broke out into such floods
that it drownd the whole country, and we had much ado to save
a great part of our petre from its vyolence.    . .    We shall observe
alwayes yearly to send away the first boates from hence in June
that you may have some ready upon all occasions. . . .    Had not
this year proved such a miracle you had not been prevented of
a good quantity at said time."
10.	On this statement Mr.  Kaye remarks:    " n  September
(Old Style) 1671 was the autumnal equinox, and the sun rose due
east.    Marshall concludes, from his observation, that the magnetic
declination   or  variation   was   4°   East.     On   15  March  167^-
(ante> p. 103) he records the variation at Pipli as 7° 23'."
n. By Nahowna time (Hind, nahana, Skr. snana, to bathe)
Marshall means Bathing Festival Time. He here refers to the
great bathing festival held at the full moon of the Hindi month
of Karrtik, at the confluence of the Gandak and Ganges, known
locally as the Sonpur Mela.
 12.	The latitude of Patna is 25° 35'.
 13.	The use of the word " Kinomo " (kimono) at this date is
interesting, since the earliest quotation for the term given in the
O.E.D. is from the Pall Mall Gazette in 1887,    There are instances,
however, of its use in the Travels of Peter Mundy, vol. iii. pp. 263,
270, 295, but there the meaning is strictly confined to the garments
of Chinese or Japanese individuals.

 14.	The average lowest temperature in Patna during the cold
weather is 36-4, but a ground frost often occurs in January in
this district,
 15.	Mr. Kaye explains Marshall's remarks as follows :   " The
statements mean (a) The Moon entered TTJJ (Virgo) at yj ghatis
morning : (6) The Sun had been 5 days 4 pur, 4 pus. (5-0678 days :
but there is doubt about the meanings of " pur," and " pus,"
See Chapter X,  Astrology,  note  R.)  in   X   (Pisces) ;    (c) The
ascending node   a   had  been   i month 3 days in HJ (Virgo) ;

